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a taste of irrationality pdf Tue, 09 Oct 2018 01:11:00 GMT - "Drinking the Kool-Aid" is an expression commonly used in the United States
that refers to a person who believes in a possibly doomed or dangerous idea because of perceived potential high
rewards. The phrase often carries a negative connotation. It can also be used ironically or humorously to refer to
accepting an idea or changing a preference due to popularity, peer pressure, or persuasion.
Drinking the Kool-Aid - Wikipedia Thu, 11 Oct 2018 17:22:00 GMT - The Monty Hall problem is a brain teaser, in the form of a probability puzzle,
loosely based on the American television game show Let's Make a Deal and named after its original host, Monty
Hall.The problem was originally posed (and solved) in a letter by Steve Selvin to the American Statistician in 1975
(Selvin 1975a), (Selvin 1975b).It became famous as a question from a reader's letter quoted ...
Monty Hall problem - Wikipedia Mon, 08 Oct 2018 17:47:00 GMT - Generally speaking, instrumental scientific discourse assumes the 'facthood' of
its representations and judgements â€“ a form of quantitative identity between its concepts and objects in the world
(which is why the distinction between numbers as concepts or as objects is an important one), which is to fashion
the ratio described above instead as a 1:1 relationship..
Mind: Before & Beyond Computation Mon, 08 Oct 2018 13:08:00 GMT - Progress is the idea that advances in technology, science, and social
organization can produce an improvement in the human condition, and therefore that entire societies, and humanity
in general, can improve in terms of their social, political, and economic structures.This may happen as a result of
direct human action, as in social enterprise or through activism, or as a natural part of ...
Progress - Wikipedia Thu, 11 Oct 2018 17:44:00 GMT - Notes: The lead quote above is the 15th verse in that chapter. It follows an
incident in which people interested in Paul's words were thinking him and his cohorts to be Roman gods and
performing Roman sacrificial rituals.
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